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Question :An amount of Tk. 7200 is spent to cover the floor of a room by carpet. An amount
of Tk. 576 would be saved if the breadth were 3 meters less. What is the breadth of the room?
[BDBL SO-2017]
(একটা কাভযায মভঝঝ কাঝেট দিঝে ভুড়ঝে ৭২০০ টাকা খযচ ে। কাভযাটিয প্রস্থ ৩ দভটায কভ ঝর খযচ ে ৫৭৬ টাকা। কাভযাটিয প্রস্থ
কে ?)
ভাধান:
ভঝন কদয,
দিঘেয x দভ.
প্রস্থ y দভ
প্রদে ফগে দভ খযচ ঝফ z টাকা
প্রশ্নভঝে,
xyz=৭২০০ --------(১ )
xz(y-৩ )=৭২০০ -৫৭৬
=৬৬২৪ -----(২ )
ভীকযন(১ ) মক (২ ) নং দিঝে বাগ কঝয=>
xyz/xz(y-৩ )=৭২০০/৬৬২৪
ফা, y=৩৭ .৫
উ :৩ ৭ .৫ দভ
অথফা:
৫৭৬ টাকা কভ খযচ ে ৩ দভটায এ
১ টাকা কভ খযচ ে ৩ ÷৫৭৬
৭২০০ টাকা কভ খযচ ে (৩ *৭২০০)÷৫৭৬ দভটায
=৩৭ .৫ দভটায
উ :৩ ৭ .৫ দভ
#New_Year_Celebration_2018
#Three Written Math Solution
::
::
Question-1:The cost of raw materials of a product increases by 30%, the manufacturing cost
increases by 20% and the selling price of the product increases by 60%. The raw material and
the manufacturing cost originally formed 40% and 60% of the total cost respectively. If the
original profit percentage was one-fourth the original manufacturing cost, find the new profit
percentage.
Solution:
Let,
The total initially cost of the product =tk.100
From Question condition,
Raw material cost =100*40%=40 tk
Manufacturing cost=100*60%=60 tk
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Original Selling price=SP+Profit
=100+60*1/4=115 tk
Now,
New raw material cost
=40 +40*30%=52 tk
New manufacturing
=60+60*20=72 tk
New total cost=52+72=124. Tk
New selling price=115+115*60%=184 tk
New profit =184-124=60 tk
Required New percent
=60*100/124
=48.39%
Answer:48.39%
Question-2:A pipe can fill up an empty tank in 12 minutes. Another pipe flows out 14 litre
per minute. If the two pipes are opened together and the empty tank is filled up in 96 minutes,
how much water does the tank contain??
Let,
Water flow out x litre per minuter and
Total Water contains y litre in tank
This,
From Question condition,
y=12x..............(1)
Again when opened two pipe in the same time then the tank fill it in 96 mintues...
So,
y= 96x - 96*14...........(2)
From equation (I) and (ii) we get
96x - 96*14=12x
or, 84x=96*14
or, x=16
Putting the value in equation (I) we get,
y=12*16=192
The tank contains 192 litres of water
Ans:192 litres
Question-3:A number when divided by a divisor, leaves a remainder of 24. When twice the
number is divided by the same divisor, the remainder is 11. What is the divisor??
Solution:
Let,
The original number be 'N'
Let, the divisor be 'd'
Let the quotient of the division of a by d be 'x'
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Therefore, we can write the relation
As,
N/d=x
and the remainder is 24.
So, N=dx+24----------(1)
When twice the original number is divided by d, 2N is divided by d.
We know that N=dx+24. Therefore, 2N=2dx+48
The problem states that
{(2dx+48)/d}
leaves a remainder of 11.
2dx is perfectly divisible by d
and will therefore, not leave a remainder.
The remainder of 11 was obtained by dividing 48 by d.
When 48 is divided by 37, the remainder that one will obtain is 11.
Hence, the divisor is 37
Ans:37

«»«»Written MATH Solution-2017«»«»
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Question: A box contains only marbles. If 1/4th of the marble were removed from the box
would be filled to 1/3 of its capacity.If instead of 100 marbles were added,the box would be
full.How many marbles are there in the box?
[Jamuna Bank MTO/PO-2017]
Solution:
Let,
Total capacity of the box=1 portion
The marble in the box begging=x
First1/4 th of the marble removed from the box
=x*1/4 portion
=X/4 portion
Remaining marbles in the box
={x-(x/4)}
=3x/4 portion
According to the question,
1/3 of the capacity of box =3x/4 marbles
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Full capacity of the box =9x/4 marbles
::
Now ,100 marbles were added to the "x" marbles then the box full its capacity
So,
x+100=9x/4
Or, (9x/4)-x =100
Or, 5x =400
Or, x=80
Hence,The marble in the box 80
Answer:80
*মদি প্রশ্ন এটা ে :
Question:A box only contains marbles. If you remove 1/4th of the marble from the box, then
1/3rd of the box is empty. Now if you added 100 marbles, the box will be full. How many
marbles were there in the box?
Solution:
Total capacity of the box=1 portion
Let,
The marble in the box begging=x
1/4 th of the marble removed =x*1/4 portion
=X/4 portion
Remaining marble
={x-(x/4)}
=3x/4 portion
According to the question,
(1-1/3)=2/3 of the capacity of box =3x/4 marbles
Full capacity of the box =9x/8 marbles
::
Now ,100 marbles were added to the "x" marbles then the box full its capacity
So,
x+100=9x/8
Or, (9x/8)-x =100
Or, x/8 =100
Or, x=800
Hence,The marble in the box 800
Answer:800
¤Meghan Bank -MTO-2017
¤Date:27.10.2017
=======================================
Question-1:While out on picnic,a group of boys came upon an apple tree.One of the boys
climbed up tree and picked enough apples for each boy to have three,with none left over,the
along with came three boys,making it impossible to divide the picked apples evenly.
However, after picking one more apple and adding it to the total, every boy had two apples
with none left over.How many apples were finally divided ?
Solution:
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Let,
The total boys were in the picnic=X
and
Picked up total apples from tree=Y
Form first condition,
Y/X =3 ---------(1)
Second condition,
(Y+1)/(X+3)=2 ----------(2)
From equation no (1)=»
Y=3X-------(3)
Putting the value Y=3X in equation (2)
we get X=5
From equation(3)=»
Y=15
Hence,The total apples picked up from the tree 15
But (15+1)=16 apples were distributed among the boys then every boys got Two apple
Answer:16
Question-2:Mr. Zakir gave 40 % of the money he had, to his wife.He also gave 20% of the
remaining amount to each of his three sons.Half of the amount now left was spent on
miscellaneous items and the remaining amount of tk 12000 was deposited in the bank .How
much did Mr. Zakir Have initially ?
Solution:
Let,
Mr Zakir's total initially amount was= tk x
He gave his wife
= 40% of x
=2x/5 tk
Mr Zakir's remaining amount
={x-(2x/5)}
=3x/5 tk
Each son got=20%of 3x/5
=3x/25
So three son got
={3*3x/25}
=9x/25
Remaining amount is
(3x/5-9x/25)
=6x/25
According to the question,
(6x/25)*1/2=12000
Or, X=100,000
Answer:100,000 Tk
«»«»Written MATH Solution-2017«»«»
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Question-1:If 7% of the sale price of a product equal to 8% of cost price and 9% of the sale
price exceeds 10% of the cost price by Tk 1, find the amount of profit and cost of the
product?
[Dhaka BANK-MTO-2017]
Solution:
Let,
Selling price be =X Tk
And
Cost price be =Y Tk
First condition,
7% of X =8% of Y
7x/100=8y/100
Or, x =8y/7-----------:--(1)
Second condition,
9%x -10%y=1
Or, (9X/100)--(10Y/100)=1
======================
======================
Or, Y =350
From equations no(1)
X =(8*350)/7
Or, X =400
So,
Selling price of the product is 400 Tk
Profit=(Selling Price--Cost price)
=(400-350)=50 Tk
Answer: Tk.350 & Tk. 50
:::::
::::
Question-2:Mr Amin invests Tk 24000 in Dhaka Bank at 7.50%. How much additional
money must he invest at 10% so that the total income will be equal to 9.25% of his entire
investment?
[Dhaka BANK-MTO-2017]
Solution:
Let,
He investment additional amount =x
According to the question,
24000*7.50%+x * 10%= (24000+ x) 9.25%
Or,[(24000*7.50)/100] +10x/100=
[(24000+x)*9.25]/100
Or, 180000 +10x =222000+9.25x
Or, 10x -9.25x =222000-180000
Or, 0.75 x =42000
Or, x=56000
So, He invest additional amount is
56000 Tk
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Answer:56000Tk
:::::::
:::::::
Question-3:Find the value of x^4+1/x^4 ; If x=√5-√4
[Dhaka Bank-MTO-2017]
Solution:
Given that,
x=√5-√4----------(1)
1/x= 1/(√5-√4) [Reverse both side]
Or, 1/x= (√5+√4)/[(√5-√4)(√5-√4)]
Or, 1/x=√5+√4---------(2)
From (1)&(2)
x+(1/x)=√5-√4+√5+√4=2√5
Now,
x^4+1/x^4
=(x^2)^2+(1/x^2)^2
= (x^2+1/x^2)^2-2*x^2*(1/x^2)
= (x^2+1/x^2)^2-2
= [(x+1/x)^2-2*x*1/x]^2-2
=[(2√5)^2-2]^2-2
=324-2
=322
Answer: 322
::::::
::::::
Question-4:{3/(x+1)}+{6/(2x+1)}={18/(3x+1)}
[Dhaka Bank-MTO-2017]
Answer: -(3/5)
{Try yourself}
#WRITTEN_MATH_SOLUTION_2017
#BHBFC_SO_2017
:

==========================================
Question-1:Twice the width of a rectangle is 10 meters more than its length. If the area of the
region enclosed by the rectangle is 600 square meters then find its perimeter.
Solution:
Let,
Width of rectangle is x m
And
Length of the rectangle is 2x-10 m
According to the question,
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x*(2x-10)=600
or, x^2-5x-300=0
or, (x-20)(x+15)=0
Here, x=20
Either
x=-15 [it's not acceptable]
So,the width of rectangle is 20 m
Length=(20*2-10)=30 m
Perimeter of the rectangle is =2(30+20)
=100 m
Ans:100 m
Question-2:A boat running upstream takes 8 hours 48 minutes to cover a certain distance,
while it takes 4 hours to cover the same distance running downstream. What is the ratio
between the speed of the boat and speed of the water current respectively?
Solution :
Let,
Speed of the boat is x
Speed of the current is y
Speed of the downstream=(x+y)
Speed of the upstream=(x-y)
According to the question,
{8.8(x-y)}={4(x+y)}
or, 8.8x-8.8y=4x+4y
or, 4.8x=12.8y
or, 24x=64y
or, x:y=8:3
And:8:3
Question-3:A customer bought 5 pencils and 6 erasers at tk. 80. Next week, the price of each
pencil increases by 20% but the price of erasers remains unchanged. Now the customer buys
2 pencils and 3 erasers at tk. 39. Find the new price of each pencil.
:::
Solution:
Let,
Price of each pencil be P
Price of each eraser be E
New price of each pencil
=P*6/5
=6P/5
So,price of 2 pencil
=2*6P/5
=2.4P
According to the question,
5P+6E=80-------------(i)
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2.4P+3E=39---------(ii)
(i)-(ii)*2
5P+6E=80
4.8P+6E=78
--------------------0.2P=2
Or,P=2/0.2
=10
So,the new price of the pencil
10*6/5=12
Ans:12 tk
Question-4:A, B and C can complete a work in 12, 15 and 25 days respectively. A and B
started working together whereas C worked with them in every third day. Find the number of
days required to complete the work.
:::
Solution:
A and B together can complete in 1 day
= 1/12 + 1/15
= 9/60
= 3/20 of the work.
A and B with the help of C can complete in 1 day
=(3/20 + 1/25) part of the work
= 19/100 part of the work.
So, their 3 days' work
= 2×3/20 + 19/100
= (30+19)/100
= 49/100 of the work.
So, their 3×2 = 6 days' work
= 49×2/100
= 49/50 of the work.
Remaining work
=1 - 49/50
= 1/50 of the work.
on the 7th day,
A and B will take 1/15 portion work
={20/50*3}=0.133 day's
Therefore, the required number of days
=(6 +.133)=6.133 days.
Answer: 6.133 days.
Question-5:The price of a shirt and a pant together is Tk. 1300. If the price of the shirt
increases by 5% and that of the pant by 10%, it costs Tk. 1405 to buy those two things. Find
the respective price of a shirt and a pant.
:::
Solution:
Suppose,
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The prices of a shirt and a pant are Tk. x and Tk. y respectively. According to the question:
x+y = 1300 ----------------------- (i)
1.05x + 1.1y = 1405 ---------- (ii)
Subtracting from
(i)*1.1 - (ii)=»
0.05x =25
Or, x = 500
Substituting the value of x in equation (i) we get,
500+y = 1300 y = 800.
Answer: Shirt Tk. 500, Pant Tk. 800.
Question-6: 3 coins are tossed at random. Show the sample space and find the probability of
getting: - (i) one head two tails
(ii) One tail
(iii) One tail and two heads
Solution:
::::
Total Sample Space after tossed 3 coins randomly
=HHH, HHT, HTH, THH, HTT, THT, TTH, TTT
Probability of getting one head and two tails: In the sample space we can see, a total of 8
types of outcome is possible.
Among these 8 types of outcomes, the combinations with one head and two tails are ---HTT, THT, TTH,
3 outcomes.
So, the required probability is
3/8
(ii) Probability of getting one tail:
Above the sample space we can see that, a total of 8 types of outcome is possible.
Among these 8 types of outcomes, the combinations with one tail are -- HHT, HTH, THH,
3 outcomes.
So, the required probability is 3/8
(iii) Probability of getting one tail and two heads:Above the sample space we can see that, a
total of 8 types of outcome is possible. Among these 8 types of outcomes, the combinations
with one tail and two heads are : HHT, HTH, THH, i.e: 3 outcomes. So, the required
probability is 3/8.
Answer:
Total Sample Space = {HHH, HHT, HTH, THH, HTT, THT, TTH, TTT),
(i) 3/8, (ii) 3/8, (iii) 3/8.
======================================
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::::::::
Question-1:The compound interest on a sum for 2 years is Rs. 832 and the simple interest on
the same sum for the same period is Rs. 800. The difference between the compound and
simple interest for 3 years will be?
[DSE, MTO-2017]
::::
::::
Solution:
Given that,
Simple interest for 2 years is Rs.800
So,
Simple interest for 1st year is Rs.400
and
Simple interest for 2nd year is also Rs.400
:
In Similarly,
Compound interest for 1st year will be 400
and Compound interest for 2nd year will be (832 - 400)= 432
So,we can see that compound interest for 2nd year is more than simple interest for 2nd year
by
(432 - 400) = Rs.32
i.e, Rs. 32 is the interest obtained for Rs.400 for 1 year
Rate, R =100×32*400×1=8%
Difference between compound and simple interest for the 3rd year
= Simple Interest obtained for Rs.832
P=800+32=832
R=8%
T=1 year
We know,
SI=PRT/100
=832×8×1/100
=Rs. 66.56
Total difference between the compound and simple interest for 3 years
= 32 + 66.56
= Rs.98.56
Answer: Rs.98.56
Note:
প্রথভ ফছয যর ুি এফং চক্রফৃদি ুি একই থাঝক (মদি চক্রফৃদি ফাৎ
দযক ে )। ২ে ফছয মথঝক ুি আঝরয াঝথ মুক্ত ে এফং চক্রফৃদি
ুি মফদ ে।
Suppose,
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P=100
T=1
R=5%
SI=(100*5*1)/100=5
CI={100(1+5/100)^1-100}=5
Question-2:Price of category A share is Tk. 105, and it's dividend rate is 12%. On the other
hand price of category B share is Tk. 88 and it's dividend rate is 8%. If one wants to earn
same amount of dividend from both option what could be the ration of investment? (DSE
MTO 2017)
Solution:
Let,
Category of A share face value=A
Category of B share face value=B
So, Dividend got both share
12% of A = 8% of B
Or, 12A = 8B
Or, A:B = 2:3
So, investment, A:B
= 2*105 : 3*88
=35:44
Ans:35:44
Note:
[Dividend মিো ে Face value এয উয। োই Market Price & Face Value এক নে।
ধযুন একটি মোয এয Face Value 100 tk but Market Price 120 tk
But dividend মিো ঝফ 100 tk এয উয ।
#Written_Math_Solution_2017«»«»
#National_Bank_PO_2017
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
=============================================
Question-1:A, B, C can complete a work in 16, 32, 48 days respectively.After starting work 4
days later C left and B left 2 days before the completion of the work.How many days require
to complete the work?
::::::::::::::
Solution:
Let,
Total time taken is x days
According to the question,
x/16+(x-2)/32+4/48=1
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Or,6x+3x-6+8=96
Or,9x=94/9
Answer:94/9 or 10.44 days
Alternative Solution:
LCM of 26,32&48 is 96
Let,
Total work=96
efficiency of
A= 96/16=6 units
B= 96/32=3 units
C=96/48=2 units
worked done by A,B,C in 4 days = (6+3+3)*4=44 units
worked done by A in 2 days = 2*6= 12 units
Remaining work
= 96-(44+12)
=40 units
remaining worked done by A&B
= 40/9
Total days = (4+2+40/9)=10(4/9) days
Answer:10.44 days
Question-2:The perimeter of a square is equal to the perimeter of a rectangle field. The length
of the rectangle is three times of its width and the area is 768 sq.meter. How many square
sized tiles of 80 cm width will be required to cover the square field ?
:::::::::
Solution:
Let,
The width of the rectangle is x m
And the length of the rectangle is 3x meter
According to the question,
x*3x=768
Or, x=16
So,
The width of rectangle is 16 meter
And length of rectangle is (3*16)=48 meter
Perimeter of the rectangle
=2(16+48)
=128 m
Suppose,
Each side of the square is a meter
Since the perimeter of the square is equal to the perimeter of the rectangle
4a=128
Or, a=32
Area of the square
=32*32
=1024 square meter
=10240000 square cm
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Each tiles wide is 80 cm
Area of the tiles
=(80*80) square cm
Required tiles need
=(10240000/6400)
=1600
Ans:1600
Question-3:Aman,Belal and Chad started a small business with a total amount tk
28,000.Aman paid tk 4500 more than Belal and Belal paid tk 7000 less than Chad.If the
company made a profit of tk 5600 .How much profit should Belal receive?
::::::::::
Solution:
Let,
Belal paid be x tk
Aman paid be (x+4500) tk
Chad paid be (x+7000) tk
According to the question,
x+x+4500+x+7000=28000
Or, x=5500
Belal paid=5500 tk
Aman paid=10,000 tk
Chad paid =12500 tk
Ratio of investment is
Aman:Belal:Chad
=10,000:5500:12500
=20:11:25
Sum of ratio=56
Total profit =5600 tk
Belal should receive profit
=5600*(11/56)
=1100 tk
Ans:1100 tk
Question-4:8/(2x-1) + 9/(3x-1)=7/(x+1)
:::::::
Solution:
8/(2x-1)+9/(3x-1)=7/(x+1)
Or,8/(2x-1)+9/(3x-1)=3/(x+1)+4/(x+1)
Or,8/(2x-1)-4/(x+1)=3/(x+1)-9/(3x-1)
Or,{8(x+1)-4(2x-1)}/(2x-1)(x+1)={3(3x-1)-9(x+1)}/(x+1)(3x-1)
Or,1/(2x-1)=-1/(3x-1)
Or, 3x-1=-2x+1
Or, 5x=2
Or x=2/5
Ans: 2/5
=======================================
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Question:A team of workers was employed by a contractor who undertook to finish 360
pieces of an article in a certain number of days. Making four more pieces per day than was
planned, they could complete the job a day ahead of schedule. How many days did they take
to complete the job?
[BHBFC OFFICER-2017]
Solution:
Let,
X number of article produce in a day
Days taken in the schedule time
= 360/X
Days taken when 4 articles are prepared extra per day
= 360/(X + 4)
:
The difference in the day is 1,
:
According to the question,
360/X - 360/(X+4)=1
X^2+ 4X–1440 = 0
X = 36
i.e. number of item prepared in general time is 36, and where 4 articles prepared extra is 40.
Therefore no of days taken to complete the job = 360/40 = 9
Schedule time taken=360/36=10 day's
Reduce time taken=360/40=9 day's
Alternative solution:
Let,
Schedule time taken x day's
But the job actually complete(x-1) day's
when 4 more articles produce in a day
Complete per day in schedule time
=(360/x) pieces
Complete per day in actual time
=360/(x-1)
Difference of pieces per day is 4
According to the question,
{360/(x-1)}-(360/x)=4
Or, (x-10)(x+9)=0
Here
X+9=0
Or, X=-9 [it's not acceptable]
Either
X-10=0
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Or, X=10
So,
Schedule time taken 10 day's
But 4 more articles is produce in a day
then actually time taken to finish the job(10-1)=9 day's
Ans: According to the JK khurana Book 10 day's
AT Website 9 days
««»«»Islamic Bank(PO)-2017 Written Math«»«»
Question :The costs of equities of symbol A and symbol B (in dollars) are two different
positive integers. If 4 equities of symbol A and 5 equities of symbol B together costs 27
dollars, what is the total cost of 2 equities of symbol A and 3 equities of symbol B in dollars?
Solution:
X and Y be cost of the equities type of A & B
The cost of 4 equities of A=4 X
The cost of 5 equities of B=5Y
According to the question,
4X + 5 Y =27
Let,
4X=P
5Y=Q
So P is multiple of 4 & Q is multiple of 5
Now
P+Q=27
Or, P=27-Q
Since,Q is multiple of 5
Q=5,10,15,20-------etc
Q=5; P=27-5=22 is not multiple of 4
Q=10;P=27-10=17 is not multiple of 4
Q=15;P=27-15=12 is multiple of 4
Q=20;P=27-20=7 is not multiple of 4
So
Q=15
P=12
Now
P=4X
Or,X=12/4=3
Q=5Y
Or,Y=15/5=3
Therefore,
2 equities of A & 3 equities of B
=2X+3Y
=2*3+3*3
=6+9
=15
Answer:15
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Question:A number when divided successively by 4 and 5 leaves remainders 1 and 4
respectively. When it is successively divided by 5 and 4, what will be the respective
remainders?
[Indian Bix,GMATH]
Solution:
Math Fact:
*What is Successive division?
[Successive division ভাঝন ঝরা প্রথঝভ ভূর ংখযাটিঝক একটি বাজক ংখযা দ্বাযা বাগ কযা এফং এই বাগ প্রদক্রো মথঝক মম বাগপর
াো মগর োঝক দদ্বেীে একটি বাজক ংখযা দ্বাযা বাগ কযা। ]
Solution:
Let
The number be P
Quotient be X
First case
when divided by 4 quotient is X and remainder is 1
So P= 4x+1........(1)
Second case
Let Quotient be M
when divided by 5 quotient is
M and remainder is 4
X=5M+4
Putting X=5M +4 equation no (1)
P= 20M+17
considering M= 1,2,3,4........
P= 37,57,77....
37 or 57 or 77 etc number when divided successively 5 & 4 Remainder always 2 & 3
So respective remainder is 2 and 3
Answer:2,3
========Proof(প্রভান):============
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**37/4
Remainder=1 & quotient=9
And
9/5
Remainder=4
So first condition is proof
Second case ====
37/5
Remainder=2 & Quotient=7
And
7/4
Remainder=3
So Answer:2,3
Question:A contractor undertakes to do a piece of work in 40 days. He engages 100 men at
the beginning and 100 men after 35 days and completes the work in stipulated time. If he had
not engaged the additional men, how many days behind schedule would it be finished?
[Same as PBL JO MCQ-2014]
Solution:
100 Men 40 days done 1 portion W
100 Men 35 days done 35/40«»«»«
=7/8 portion
Remaining work=(1-7/8)
=1/8 portion
Remaining days=(40-35)=5 days
Total worker=(100+100)=200
200 worker 1/8 portion done 5 day
1========1/8========== 5*200
100======1/8=========(5*200/100)=10 days
If he had not engaged the additional men,Then he needed
(10-5)=5 days more to finish the whole work in stipulated time
Answer: 5 days
Question:In a certain office, 1/3 of the workers are women, 1/2 of the women are married and
1/3 of the married women have children. If 3/4 of the men are married and 2/3 of the married
have children, what part of the workers are without children? [MTB MTO MCQ -2013]
Solution:
Let,
The number of workers in the office is x
Female=x/3
Female + Married
=1/2 of x/3
=x/6 portion
Female + Married+ Children
=(1/3 of x/6)
=x/18 portion
From question,
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Male=(x-x/3)=2x/3 portion
Male + Married
=3/4 of 2x/3
=x/2 portion
Male + Married+ Children
=(2/3 of x/2)
=x/3
Total worker with children
=x/3+x/18
=7x/18 portion
Total worker without no children
=(x-7x/18)
=11x/18
Required worker no children
=(11x/18)/x
=11/18
Answer:11/18
Question:The average weight of three men A, B, and C is 84 kg. Another man D joins the
group and the average now becomes 80 kg. If another man E, whose weight is 3 kg more than
that of D, replaces A, then the average weight of B, C, D and E becomes 79 kg. What is the
weight of A?
*[RAKUB SO-2014]
*[AB Bank -2002]
*[Al Arafa Bank-2016]
*[Meghan Bank-2014]
*[Premier Bank-2010]
*[One Bank-2008]
Solution:
The sum of Weight
A+B+C = 84×3 = 252 kg------(1)
If D join,total Weight of
A+B+C+D = 80×4 = 320 kg----(2)
So, the weight of D
=320 - 252 = 68 kg
And weight of E = 68+3 = 71 kg
Again, the sum of Weight of B+C+D+E = 79×4 = 316 kg
Weight of B+C+68+71 = 316 kg
B+C = 316-139 =177 kg
Putting the value of (B+C) equation no (1)
A+B+C=252
Or,A+177=252
Or, A=(252-177)=75
Answer: 75 kg
«»«»MODHUMOTI BANK PO-2017«»«»«»«»«
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Question:A shirt sold at 6% profits.If the purchase price was 4% less and selling price was Tk
4 more,the profit be 12.5%.What was the purchase price of the shirt.
#More Written Exam Same As*
*Bangladesh Bank AD-2017
*SBC AM -2016
*BKB -2012
*NBL-2014
*BCS Written
*Non cader Written
*INDIAN BIX
*BAPEX
*Islamic Bank-2013
*BRC-2008
*So on
#Preliminary Exam:
*16th BCS
*MBA-2007-08;1999;1997
*NCC BANK-2002
*PBL-2000
Solutions-1:
Cost price of the article=100 TK
*6% profit first selling price
=(100+100 of 6%)=106TK
*4% less cost price
=(100-100 of 4%)=96 TK
*12.5% profit second selling price
=(100+100 of 12.5%)=112.5 TK
Now,
Cost price TK 100 then Sp=112.5 TK
»»»»»»»»»»TK1»»»»=(112.5/100)TK
»»»»»»»»»» TK80»»»=(112.5*96/100)
=108 TK
Differences of two selling price
=(108-106)=2 Tk
When
TK 2 more then cost price=100 TK
TK4»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»=(100*4)/2=200TK
Answer:200TK
Solution-2:
Let,
Cost price be= x TK
First Selling price=(x+x of 6%)
=53x/50TK
4%% less cost price
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=(100-4) or 96% of x=24x/25 TK
Second SP=(24x/25+24x/25 of 12.5%)
=216x/200 TK
According to the question,
(216x/200)-(53x/50)=4
=================
=================
Or, X=200
The cost price of the article=200 TK
Answer:200 TK
Question:A man's running speed is 3 times of his walking speed.He runs a distance and come
back by walking total time taken 2 hrs.what was the distance if he runs 9 miles per hour.
[PBL -2008]
Solution:
Let,
Distance be=D miles
Runs speed=9 m/h
Walking speed=9/3=3 m/h
According to the question,
D/3 +D/9=2
==========
==========
Or, D=4.5 miles
Answer:4.5 miles
Question:A,B,C started a job which they can complete in 2 days.B can do the job in 5 days
and C can do it in 4 days.After working for 1 day,both B & C left. A complete testbed of the
work how many days?
Solution:
Let,
Total portion work be 1 portion
(A+B+C) 1 day do the job =1/2 portion
B & C 1 day do the job
=(1/5+1/4) portion
=9/20 portion
So,
A 1 day done the job
=(1/2-9/20) portion
=1/20 portion
Remaining work=(1-1/2)=1/2 portion
A 1/20 portion job done=1 day
A 1/2 portion job done=(20/2)
=10 days
Answer:10 days
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Question:Solve the equation:
1/(2x-5) + 1/(2x-11) = 1/(2x-7) + 1/(2x-9)
Answer:4
«»«»Bank ASIA MTO -2017«»«»«»«»»
Written MATH Solution
==================================================================
============
Solution,Edited & Complete
By
Yousuf Ali
=======================================
Question:A man borrow tk 500 @5% interest. After some years he again borrow 400@3.5%
interest. Then after 6 month he paid borrowed amont along with interest totalling 994.5 taka.
After how many years of his first borrowing he paid his borrowings and interest?
Solution:
Total amount=(400+500)=900 Tk
Total interest=(994.5-900)=94.5 Tk
3.5% interest rate
400 Tk 1/2 years interest
=[(7*400)/(2*100*2)]
= 7 Tk.
Remaining interest=(94.5-7)=87.5 Tk
5% rate of interest
500 Tk 1 years interest
=(5*500/100)=25 Tk
25 Tk interest for 1 years
87.5 Tk interest(87.5/25)=3.5 years
So after 3.5 years then he took second amount
Answer:3.5 years
Question:A can do a work in 80 days. A work for 10 days After working 10 days, B
completed the task within 42 days. If A & B work together, how many days it would need to
complete the task?
Solution:
Let,
.
.
Total portion work=1
A 80 days done=1 portion
A 10 days done=(10/80)=1/8 portion
Remaining work=(1-1/8)
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=7/8 portion
B 7/8 portion done=42 days
B full portion done=(42*8/7)=48 days
Both A & B 1 day done
=(1/80+1/48) portion
=1/30 portion
Both
1/30 portion done=1 days
Full work done=(1*30)/1=30 days
Answer:30 days
Question:A rectangular shapped fieds length is 1*1/2 or 1.5 of its width. To cover its fully
with grass it needs 10260 taka, 1.9 taka per square meter. To give fence around the field,
costing 2.5 tk per meter, how much tk will be needed?
Solution:
Area of the rectangle
=(10260/1.9)
=5400 square meter
Let,
Width of the rectangle=x meter
Length of rectangle=(3x/2) meter
We know,
(3x/2)*x=5400
===========
==========
Or, x=60
And
Length=(3*60/2)=90 meter
Perimeter of rectangle
=2[90+60]
=300 meter
So total Tk needed around rectangle fence=(300*2.5)=750 Tk
Answer:750 Tk
«»«»City Bank (MTO) -2017 Written MATH«»«»
®Exam Held-13.05.2017
==================================================================
============
1) The ratio between the length and the breadth of a rectangular park is 3:2. If a man cycling
along the boundary of the park at the speed of 12 km/hr completes one round in 8 minutes,
then what is the area of the park (in sq. m)?
[Al Arafah Islamic Bank-2013]
Solution:
Let,
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Length=3x
Breadth=2x
From the question,
60 minutes the man covere=12km=12000 m
So,
In 8 minutes the man covere=[(12000*8)/60]
=1600 meters
Perimeter of the rectangle is
2(3x+2x) = 1600
x= 160
The Area of the rectangle
=(3x*2x)
= (3*160)(2*160)
=153600 square meter
Ans: 153600 sq.m
2) During the next tree plantation week, Mr. X is considering planting trees in one of its own
rectangular piece of land which is 90 feet long 66 feet wide. This is suspended by boundary
wall of 5 feet height. It has been decided that trees will be planted leaving 5 feet and free
from the wall in all four sides. It was been decide that the distance from one tree to another in
both row and column will be 4 feet. What is the maximum numbers of trees that can be
planted in the land?[SBL MTO-2016]
Solution:
Given that,
The length of the field=90 feet
Possible length of the rectangle
= 90-(5*2)
= 80 feet
Possible Width of the rectangle
= 66-(5*2)
= 56 feet
Possible trees in row
= (56/4 )+ 1
= 15
And
Possible trees in Column
= (80/4) + 1
=21
Maximum tree
= 21*15
= 315
Ans: 315
#Written_MATH_Solution_2017«»«»«»
¤PUBALI BANK SENIOR OFFICER-2017
¤PUBALI BANK OFFICER-2017
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¤Exam Date:09.06.2017
:
:
:
:
Question-1:Twenty-four men can complete a work in sixteen days.Thirty-two women can
complete the same work in twenty-four days. Sixteen men and sixteen women started
working for twelve days. How many more men are to be added to complete the work
remaining work in 2 days?
Solution:
Here,
24 men can complete in 16 days 1 portion work
1 man can complete in 1 day=1/(16*24)
=1/384 portion
Again,
32 women can complete in 24 days 1 portion
1 woman can complete in 1 day=1(32*24)
=1/768 portion
Both,
1man +1 woman work in 1 day=(1/384+1/768)
16 men +16 women work 12 days
=[(16*12)/384 + (16*12)/768] portion
=(1/2+1/4) portion
=3/4 portion
Remaining work
=1-3/4
=1/4 portion
Let,
X more men should be added then the remaining work complete in 2 days
Total men =(16+x)
1 man in 1 day done=1/384 portion
(16+x) men in 2 days done=(16+x)*2/384 portion
Similarly,
16 women in 2 days done=(16*2)/768 portion
According to the question,
(16+x)*2/384 +32/768=1/4
Or,(32+2x)/384=1/4-32/768
Or,(32+2x)/384=(192-32)/768
Or,(32+2x)/384=160/768
Or, 32+2x=160/2
Or,2x=80-32
Or,2x=48
Or, x=24
Answer:24 men
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Question-2:The average speed of Train in the onward Journey is 25% more than that is the
return journey .The train halts for an hours on reaching the destination. The total time taken
for the complete journey to and fro17 hours, covering a distance of 800 km. Find the speed of
the Train is the onward journe?
Solution:
Let,
Return speed of the train is x kmh
So,
Onward speed of the train be(x+x of 25%) =5x/4
The train halts for an hour
So,Actual time taken the train
(17-1)=16 hours
According to the question,
400/x + 400/(5x/4)=16
Or,400/x +400*4/5x=16
Or,(400*5+400*4)/5x=16
Or,x=(400*9)/(16*5)
Or, x=45
So, Onward speed of the train is =5x/4
=(5*45)/4
=56.25 kmh
Answer:56.25 km/h
=======================================
«»«»«»«»Written MATH Solution-2017«»»«»«»»
¤Agrani Bank Senior Officer -2017
¤Mark-70 [5*14=70]
Date:14.07.2017
========================================
Question-1:A dishonest merchant make a 15% profit at the time of buying and a 10% loss at
the time of selling the goods. By doing so if the said merchant made a profit of Tk. 3500 on a
particular item, what was the real cost of the item sold
Solution-1:
Let,
Cost Price=X Tk
15% profit on cost price
Then market price=X + X of 15%
=1.15 X Tk
Again 10% loss on market price
Then Selling price
=1.15x -1.15x of 10%
=1.035x Tk
Now profits=Selling - Cost Price
=(1.035x - x) Tk
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=0.035x Tk
When,
Profit.035x Tk then Cost Price=X Tk
--------3500Tk-------------------------=[(3500*x)/.035x]
=1,00,000 Tk
Answer:1,00,000 Tk
Solution-2
Let, cost price = 100 Tk.
At 15% profit the market price of the product will be=100+15=115 Tk.
At 10% loss, the sales price will be=115-(115*10%)=Tk. 103.5 Tk.
So profit = 103.5-100= 3.5 Tk.
Now,
when profit 3.5 Tk. then cost 100 Tk.
when profit 3500 Tk. then cost (100/3.5)*3500=1,00,000 Tk.
So, real cost is Tk. 1,00,000 (Ans.)
Question-2:ক একটি কাজ ৩ ০ দিঝন,খ ১৫ দিঝন এফং গ ১০ দিঝন কযঝে াঝয। প্রদে ২ে দিঝন খ এফং প্রদে ৩ে দিঝন গ ,ক মক াাময
কযঝর ঐ কাজ টি কে দিঝন মল ঝফ?[BKB SO-2015][Agrani Bank SO-2017]
[A can do a piece of work in 30 days,B can do it in 15 days and C can do it in 10 days.Every
second days B and every third days C help A .How many days will finish the whole work?]
Solution:1
Let,
Total work=1 portion
LCM of 2 & 3=6
Per 6 days A work= 6 days
Per 6 days B work=(6/2)=3 days
Per 6 days C work=(6/3)=2 days
So,
6 days (A+B+C)'s work
=(6/30+3/15+2/10) portion
=3/5 portion
Remaining work
=(1-3/5) portion
=2/3 portion
After 2 days(A+B)'s work
=(2/30+1/15)portion
=2/15 portion
[Every second days B help A]
Remaining work
=(2/5-2/15) portion
=4/15 portion
Total time=(6+2)=8 days
9th day(A+C) work
=(1/30+1/10) portion
=2/15 portion
Remaining work
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=(4/15-2/15)portion
=2/15 portion
Another 2 days(A+B)'s work
=(2/30+1/15) portion
=2/15 portion
Remaining work
=(2/15-2/15)
=0
So total time taken to finish the work=(9+2)=11 days
Answer:11 days
Solution:2==================
এখাঝন,
২  ৩ এয র া গু =৬
ফঝর প্রথঝভ ৬ দিঝনয কাজ মফয কযফ। ক ,খ ,গ একঝএ প্রথভ ৬ দিঝন মভাট কাজ কঝয
=(৬ /৩০)+(৩ /১৫ )+২ /১০ )
=৩ /৫ অং
ফাকী কাজ =(১ -৩ /৫ )
= ২ /৫ অং
মমঝেু ২ /৩ <৩ /৫
ক ,খ ,গ একঝএ যফেী ৩দিঝন মভাট কাজ কঝয =(৩ /৩০+১ /১৫+১ /১০ ) অং
=৪ /১৫ অং
ফাকী কাজ=(২ /৫ -৪ /১৫ )
=২ /১৫ অং।
আফায ২ /১৫ <৪ /১৫ ফঝর
ক যফেী একদিঝন মমঝেু ১ /৩০ অং কাজ কঝয
োই ফাকী কাজ =(২ /১৫ -১ /৩০)
=১ /১০ অং
এখন ক , খ একঝএ কযঝফ ১ /১০ অং কাজ
ুেযাং ক , খ একঝএ ১ দিঝন কাজ কঝয =(১ /৩০+১ /১৫ )=১ /১০ কাজ
ফাদক কাজ:(১ /১০ -১ /১০ )=0
মভাট ভে =৬ +৩ +১ +১ =১১ দিন
Answer :11 days
Question-3:Two trains ,one from Dhaka and another from chittagong simultaneously started
to proceed towards each other at the speed of 16 km and 21 km per hour respectively.As the
trains met each other it was found that one train travelled 60 km more than the
other.Calculate the distance between Dhaka to Chittagong.
Solution:
Let,
Two trains met each other 't' hrs later
First trair covered=(16*t) km
Second train covered=(21*t)km
Differences of distance two trains
=60 km
According to the question,
21t-16t=60
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Or, 5t=60
Or, t=12
Total distance Dhaka to Chittagong
=(16*12+21*12)
=444 km
Answer:444 km
Question-4:Sakib and Labib individually borrowed different amount of money from a
particular bank on the same day at rate of 20% simple interest.The total money paid by Sakib
in 3 years as principal plus interest was the same amount Labib paid in 2 years as principal
plus interest.Find the ratio of their individual loan amount.
Solution:
Sakib and Labib borrowed amount
X & Y Tk respectively
According to the question,
X+ X of 20%*3=Y+Y of 20%*2
Or,X+0.6 X =Y +0.4Y
Or, 1.6 X=1.4Y
Or, X:Y=1.4:1.6 or 7:8
Answer:7:8
Question-5:The perimeter of a square is equal to the perimeter of rectangle. The lenght of the
rectangle is three times longer than its width having total area of 1200 sq.meter. what will be
the total cost cost if the total area of the square is covered with stones having a dimension of
50 centimeter square each & if tk.50 is charged for placing a stone in the square?
Solution:
Let,
Breadth of rectangle=x m
And length of Rectangle= 3x m
According to the question,
3x^2 = 1200
x= 20
Length of rectangle = 60m
Perimeter of rectangular
= 2(60+20)=160m
As per question,
Perimeter of rectangular= perimeter of squire = 160m
Side of square = 160/4
=40m or 4000 cm
area of square =(4000*4000)sq.cm
Square of stone
= (50)^2
= 2500 sq.cm
number of stones = (4000*4000)/2500=6400
Total cost = 6400*50=320000
Answer:3,20,000 Tk
NOTE:৫০ ম.দভ ফগে অথে ফঝগেয একটি ফাুয দিঘয ৫০ ম.দভ।
৫০ ফগে ম.দভ অথে একটি ফঝগেয মেত্রপর ৫০ ফগে ম.দভ।
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«»«»Written MATH Solution- 2017«»«»
::::
¤Post:BKB OFFICER-2017
¤Date:14.09.2017
========================================
1. Proof of identity of 115 people was verified. 65 of them had Passport, 30 of them had both
Passport and Voter ID. However, 15 of them could not produce any identity documents. How
many of them showed up only with Voter ID?
Solution:
Total people=115
Undocments people=15
So,
Documents people=(115-15)=100
Both voter ID and passport have
=30
Let,
Voter ID have=x people
Only passport have=(65-30)=35 people
Only voter ID have=(x-30) people
So,
Only passport or Voter ID or Both
=35+(x-30)+30
According to the question,
35+(x-30)+30=100
Or, x =65
So,
Only voter ID have=(65-30)=35
Answer: 35.
2. Rafiq, Shafiq, and Arif can alone complete a project in 10 days, 20 days, and 10 days
respectively. Rafiq started working on the project alone. Shafiq joined the project after 2
days. After working together for 4 days both Rafiq and Shafiq left the project and Arif got in.
How many days it took to complete the entire project?
Solution:
Rafiq can do in 1 day = 1/10 of the work
Shafiq can do in 1 day = 1/20 of the work
Arif can do in 1 day = 1/10 of the work
Rafiq first 2 days work done
=2/10 portion
=1/5 portion
Remaining work
=(1-1/5) portion
=4/5 portion
Both Rafiq & shafiq 4 days done
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=(4/10)+(4/20)
=3/5 portion
Remaining work
=(4/5)-(3/5)
=1/5
Arif full work done in 10 days
Arid 1/5 portion work done
=10*1/5
=2 days
So, Total time taken to complete the whole work
=(2+4+2)=8 days
Answer: 8 days.
3. Mr. Rashid has saved Taka 1200 from his first month's salary. He plans to increase his
monthly savings by Taka 100 in every following month. How much time would it take to
save Taka 106200?
Solution:
Let,
'n' months be required to save Tk 106200.
Here,
the savigns in the first month,
a = 1200 Tk
Increase in savings in each month, d = 100 Tk
According to the question:
n/2{2a+(n-1)*d}=106200
Or,(n/2){2×1200 + 100(n-1)} = 106200
Or,n(1200 + 50n - 50) = 106200
Or,n² + 23n = 2124
Or,n² + 59n - 36n - 2124 = 0
Or, (n+59)(n-36) = 0
Either,
n = 36
Or,
n=-59[It is not accepted]
Ans: 36 months or 3 years.
4. Solve the equation : 2{(x+3)/(x-3)}² - 7{(x+3)/(x-3)} + 6 = 0
Solution:
Suppose,
(x+3)/(x-3) = P---------(1)
So,
2{(x+3)/(x-3)}² - 7{(x+3)/(x-3)} + 6 = 0
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Or, 2p² - 7p + 6 = 0
Or, 2p² - 4p - 3p + 6 = 0
Or, 2p(p-2) - 3(p-2) = 0
Or, (p-2)(2p-3) = 0
So, either
P-2=0
(x+3)/(x-3) = 2
2x - 6 = x + 3
x=9
or,
2p-3=0
(x+3)/(x-3) = 3/2
3x - 9 = 2x + 6
x = 15
Ans: 9 or 15.
5. The area of a rectangle is 1200 square meter. If the length of the rectangle is reduced by 10
meters, it becomes a square. Calculate the length of the diagonal of the rectangle.
Solution:
Let,
Length of the rectangle is=x
Width of the rectangle is=y
If the length of the rectangle is reduced by 10 meters, it becomes a square.
y=x-10--------(1)
We know that,
xy = 1200
Or, x (x-10)=1200
x² - 10x - 1200 = 0
(x-40)(x+30) = 0
Either,
x = -30 [It's not accepted]
Or,
x-40=0
Or, x=40
So, the width of the rectangle is
=40-10= 30 meters,
and
the length of the rectangle is = 40 meters.
So, the length of the diagonal of the rectangle is = √(40²+30²) = 50 meters.
Answer: 50 meters
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6. A Rhombus has an area of 120 square meters and the length of its one diagonal is 10
meters. Calculate the perimeter of the Rhombus.
Solution:
Let
The length of a side of the rhombus is = a meters,
and that of the other diagonal is
=d meters.
We know that,
area of a rhombus =1/2* (product of the lengths of the diagonals)
Or, 120 = (10×d)/2
Or, d = 24 meters.
Again, We know:
a² = (24/2)² + (10/2)²
a² = 169
a = 13
So,
the perimeter of the rhombus is = 4a = 4×13 = 52 meters.
Answer: 52 meters.
7. The area of an equilateral triangle is 3√3 square meter. Determine the area of a circe
inscribed within the triangle.
Solution:By Mainul Maksud Quaes Sir
Area of equilateral triangle = (√3/4)a²
So, (√3/4)a² = 3√3
=> a² = 12
=> a = 2√3
So, Semi-Perimeter of triangle = 3*2√3/2 = 3√3
Now, Radius* Semi-perimeter = Area
=> Radius = 3√3/3√3 = 1
Then, Area of circle = πr² = π*1² = π or 3.14 sqm (Ans.
«»«»Written MATH Solution-2017«»«»
¤Dhaka BANK-MTO-2017
¤Date:29.09.2017
===========================================
Question-1:If 7% of the sale price of a product equal to 8% of cost price and 9% of the sale
price exceeds 10% of the cost price by Tk 1, find the amount of profit and cost of the
product?
[Dhaka BANK-MTO-2017]
Solution:
Let,
Selling price be =X Tk
And

Math Solution-2017
Solution Edited & Completed by Yousuf Ali
Cost price be =Y Tk
First condition,
7% of X =8% of Y
7x/100=8y/100
Or, x =8y/7-----------:--(1)
Second condition,
9%x -10%y=1
Or, (9X/100)--(10Y/100)=1
======================
======================
Or, Y =350
From equations no(1)
X =(8*350)/7
Or, X =400
So,
Selling price of the product is 400 Tk
Profit=(Selling Price--Cost price)
=(400-350)=50 Tk
Answer: Tk.350 & Tk. 50
:::::
::::
Question-2:Mr Amin invests Tk 24000 in Dhaka Bank at 7.50%. How much additional
money must he invest at 10% so that the total income will be equal to 9.25% of his entire
investment?
[Dhaka BANK-MTO-2017]
Solution:
Let,
He investment additional amount =x
According to the question,
24000*7.50%+x * 10%= (24000+ x) 9.25%
Or,[(24000*7.50)/100] +10x/100=
[(24000+x)*9.25]/100
Or, 180000 +10x =222000+9.25x
Or, 10x -9.25x =222000-180000
Or, 0.75 x =42000
Or, x=56000
So, He invest additional amount is
56000 Tk
Answer:56000Tk
:::::::
:::::::
Question-3:Find the value of x^4+1/x^4 ; If x=√5-√4
[Dhaka Bank-MTO-2017]
Solution:
Given that,
x=√5-√4----------(1)
1/x= 1/(√5-√4) [Reverse both side]
Or, 1/x= (√5+√4)/[(√5-√4)(√5-√4)]

Math Solution-2017
Solution Edited & Completed by Yousuf Ali
Or, 1/x=√5+√4---------(2)
From (1)&(2)
x+(1/x)=√5-√4+√5+√4=2√5
Now,
x^4+1/x^4
=(x^2)^2+(1/x^2)^2
= (x^2+1/x^2)^2-2*x^2*(1/x^2)
= (x^2+1/x^2)^2-2
= [(x+1/x)^2-2*x*1/x]^2-2
=[(2√5)^2-2]^2-2
=324-2
=322
Answer: 322
::::::
::::::
Question-4:{3/(x+1)}+{6/(2x+1)}={18/(3x+1)}
[Dhaka Bank-MTO-2017]
Answer: -(3/5)
{Try yourself}
=======================================
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BKB (SO)-2017
1: A man deposits 5000 tk. at 5% annual interest for six months. In every six months he withdraws tk.
500 from his principal plus interest earned. What is the total amount of interest he received?
Solution: Since interest rate is semi-annual, so interest rate= 5%/2=2.5%
Total Interest= 2.5%*5000 + 2.5%*4500 + 2.5%*4000 + 2.5%*3500 + 2.5%*3000 + 2.5%*2500 + 2.5%*
2000 + 2.5%*1500 + 2.5%*1000 + 2.5%*500
=2.5%*27500
=687.5 Tk. (Ans.)
2: A man interest and wages from his investment tk. 5000. If he invests double then the wages
increased 50% and total amount is tk. 8000. What is his actual income in terms of wages and interest?
Solution: Let, Interest income be X and Wages income be Y
According to the 1st condition, X +Y= 5000......(i)
According to the 2st condition, 2X + 1.5 Y= 8000......(ii)
Now, Subtracting equation (ii) from (i)*2
We get,
x=1000 and Y=4000
Investment= 1000 and wages=4000 (Ans.)
3: 20 workers can finish a work in 30days. After how many days should 5 workers leave the job so the
work is completed in 35 days?
Solution: 20 men can do in 30 days
1 man can do 30*20=600 days
Let, after X days 5 men left
20 men can do in X days
1 men can do in 20x days
Again,
20-5=15men can do in 35-X days
1 men can do in 15(35-x) days
ATQ,
20x + 15(35-x) = 600
X= 15 (Ans.)
4: A man goes to his office at a certain time. If his waking speed is 5 kmh then he is 7 minutes late.
When his speed is 6 kmh he reaches 5 minutes before. How far his office from his house?
Solution: Let, total distance be X km
ATQ,
x/5 - x/6 =12/60 [Time=distance/Speed]
x= 6 km (Ans.)
5: In a mixture the ratio of apples, peaches and grapes is 6:5:2. If the total mixture is 39 pounds then
what is the difference between apples and grapes?
Solution: Ratio of Apple, Peaches and Grapes =6:5:2
Sum of ratio=(6+5+2)=13
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Apple=39* (6/13)=18 pounds
Grapes= 39*(2/13)=6 pounds
The difference= 18-6=12 pounds (Ans.)

BB (AD)-2017
1: A man sells an article at a profit of 25%. If he had bought it at 20% less and sold it for Tk. 10.50 less,
he would have gained 30%. Find the cost price of the article?
Solution: Let, the cost price of the article is Tk. 100
At 25% profit, selling price=(100+25% of 100)= Tk. 125
At 20% less, cost price=(100-20% of 100)=80 TK
At 30% profit, selling price=(100+30% of 100)=130 TK
Now,
Cost price TK 100 then Selling price=130 TK
Cost price TK 80 then selling price=(130*80/130)=104 TK
Differences of two selling price=(125-104)=21 Tk
When TK 21 less then cost price=100 TK
TK 10.50 less then cost price=(100*10.50)/21=50 TK(Ans.)
2: A and B can do a piece of work in 18 days. B and C can do it in 24 days. A and C can finish it in
36 days. In how many days can A, B and C finish it together and separately?
Solution: (A + B)'s 1 day's work = 1/18, (B + C)'s 1 day's work = 1/24 and (A + C)'s 1 day's work = 1/36
Now, 2(A + B + C)'s 1 day's work =1/18 + 1/24 + 1/36=9/72 =1/8
So, (A +B + C)'s 1 day's work =1/16
Thus, A, B and C together can finish the work in 16 days.
Now, A’s 1 day's work = (A + B + C)'s 1 day's work - (B + C)'s 1 days work=1/16 – 1/24= 1/48
A alone can finish the work in 48 days.
Similarly, B's 1 day's work = 1/16 – 1/36=5/144
B alone can finish the work in 144/5=28.8 days
And C’s 1 day work=1/16-1/18=1/144
Hence C alone can finish the work in 144 days.
Ans: Together=16 days, A=48 days, B=28.8 days and C=144 days.
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UCBL (PO)-2017
1: The simple interest on a sum of money will be Tk. 600 after 10 years. If the principal is trebled after
5 years, what will be the total interest at the end of the tenth year?
Solution : Total interest in 10 years =600 tk
Interest in 5 years=600/2=300 tk
We know that, after 5 years when principal becomes trebled interest also be trebled

So next 5 years interest=Tk.(300*3) =Tk.900
Total interest after 10 years =Tk.(300+900) =Tk.1200(Ans.)
2: Mr. X asked to construct a road of 1920 meters in 120 days. He appointed 160 workers
and find that in 24 days only 1/8 portion of work has been finished. How much additional
number of workers would be needed in order to completing the whole work in time?
Solution: Days remaining=120-24=96 days
Work remaining=1-1/8=7/8 part
Now, 1/8 work 24 days can do = 160 workers
1work 1day can do = 160*24*8 workers
7/8 work 96days can do =160*24*8*7/8*96 =280 workers
So, additional worker need= 280-160=120 workers (Ans.)

BB (Cash)-2017
1: Shakil started a business investing Tk. 25000 in 2009. In 2010, he invested an additional
amount of Tk. 10000 and Raihan joined him with an amount of Tk. 35000. In 2011, Shakil
invested another additional amount of Tk. 10000 and Jafor joined them with an amount of
Tk. 35000. What will be Raihan’s share in the profit of Tk. 150000 earned at the end of 3
years from the start of the business in 2009?
Solution: After 3 years,
Shakil’s investment = Tk. (25,000×3 + 10,000×2 + 10,000×1)=Tk. 105000
Raihan’s investment = Tk.(35000×2) = Tk. 70000
Jafor’s investment = Tk.(35000×1) = Tk. 35000
So, Shakil:Raihan:Jafor = 105000:70000:35000=3:2:1
Sum of their ratio= 3+2+1=6
So, Raihan’s share = Tk. 150000×2/6 = Tk. 50000 (Ans.)
2: If 9 engines consume 24 metric tons of coal, when each is working 8 hours day, how
much coal will be required for 8 engines, each running 13 hours a day, it being given that 3
engines of former type consume as much as 4 engines of latter type?
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Solution: According to the question,
3 engines of former type = 4 engines of latter type
So 9 engines of former type = 4*9/3 = 12 engines of latter type
Now, In 8 hours 12 engines consume 24 metric tons
In 13 hours 8 engines consume 24×13×8/8×12 metric tons =26 metric tons (Ans.)
3: Dawood invested certain amount in three different schemes A, B and C with the rate of
interest 10%p.a., 12% p.a. and 15% p.a. respectively. If the total interest accrued in one
year was Rs. 3200 and the amount invested in Scheme C was 150% of the amount invested
in Scheme A and 240% of the amount invested in Scheme B, what was the amount invested
in Scheme B?
Solution: Let, the amount invested in Scheme B = Tk.100x
So, the amount invested in Scheme C = Tk.(100x ×240%) = Tk. 240x
Here, The amount invested in Scheme C = 150% of the amount invested in Scheme A
Or, Tk. 240x = 150×A/100
Or, A = Tk. 24000/150 = Tk. 160x
So, the amount invested in Scheme A = Tk.160x
Now,
Interest from Scheme A = Tk. (160x×10%) = Tk.16x
Interest from Scheme B = Tk. (100x×12%) = Tk.12x
Interest from Scheme C = Tk. (240x×15%) = Tk.36x
According to the question,
16x +12x + 36x = 3200
Or, 64x = 3200
Or, x = 3200/64
Or, 100x =50×100
Or, 100x = 5000
So, the amount invested in Scheme B = Tk. 5000 (Ans.)

BAPEX (AM-General)-2017
1: A man invested some money in a bank at simple interest. He got 240 Tk at the end of 2
years. Another 3 years later he got the final amount 300 Tk. What amount of principal he
invested in the bank?
Solution: Interest added after 3 years = 300- 240 = 60 Tk
Therefore, interest in 1 year = 60/3 = 20 Tk
Hence Interest in 2 years = 2*20 = 40
Principal = 240-40 = 200 Tk. (Ans.)
2. A drink contains 20% of mango juice, 20% of guava juice and the rest is the apple juice.
A man added 250 ml water to 750 ml of the drink. Now, what is the ratio of water to apple
juice in the drink?
Solution: Amount of apple juice = 100% - (20+20)& = 60%
So apple juce= 60% of 750 ml = 750* 60/100 = 450 ml
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Added water in the 750 ml of the drink= 250 ml
Ratio of water to apple juice = 250:450 = 5:9 (Ans.)

IBBL (PO)-2017
1: The costs of equities of symbol A and symbol B (in dollars) are two different positive
integers. If 4 equities of symbol A and 5 equities of symbol B together costs 27 dollars, what
is the total cost of 2 equities of symbol A and 3 equities of symbol B in dollars?
Solution: Given that, 4A+5B=27
Or, A=27-5B/4……. (1)
Also given that A & B are two positive integers. So we can put the value of B=1,2,3,4…..
If B=1 then, A=27-5*1/4=4.5 which is not possible because the value of A is positive integer.
If B=2 then, A=27-5*2/4=4.25 also not possible
If B=3 then, A=27-5*3/4=3 Its possible because the value of A is positive integer.
So, 2A+3B=2*3+3*3=15 (Ans.)

Janata Bank (EO-Civil)-2017
1: The price of balcony seat in a theater is 1/3 the price of a seat in the Orchestra When the
theater is completely sold out, the total receipts from the 600 orchestra seats and the 450
balcony seats are Tk. 4500. What is the price of one orchestra seat?
Solution: Let, the price of one orchestra seat= x Tk. and balcony seat= 1/3 of x = x/3
ATQ, 600x+(450x/3)=4500; 1800x+450x= 13500; x = 6 (Ans.)

Janata Bank (EO-Electrical)-2017
1: A lamp is manufactured to sell for tk. 35 which yields a profit of 25% of cost. If the
profit is to be reduced to 15% of cost, what will be the new retail price of the lamp?
Solution: Given that, selling price = tk 35
At 25% profit, cost price=35*100/125=28 tk
At 15% profit,when cost price 100 tk selling price=115 tk
When cost price 28 tk selling price =115*28/100=32.20 tk (Ans.)
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BD Tourism Board (AD)-2017
1. A worker was hired for 7 days. The 2nd day he was paid tk 10 more each day than what
he was paid the previous day of work. The total amount he was paid in the 1st 4 days of
work equaled the total amount he was paid in last 3 days, what is starting pay?
Solution: Let, salary of the 1st day= X
1st 4 days= x+x+10+x+20+x+30=4x+60
Last 3 days=x+40+x+50+x+60=3x+150
ATQ, 4x+60=3x+150 or X=90 (Ans.)
2. Arif's salary is twice that of Babu's salary. Kabir's salary is 1/3 of Arif's and Malek's
salary is 2/3 of that Babu's salary.Total salary of Kabir and Malek are what proportion of
Babu’s salary?
Solution: Let, Babu’s salary= x
Arifs salary = 22x
Kabirs salary =1/3*2x=2x/3
Maleks salary=2/3*x=2x/3
Required proportion= (Kabir+Malek)/Babu=(2x/3+2x/3)/x=4/3 (Ans.)
3. A, B and C of them working alone can complete a job in 6, 8, 12 days respectively. If all
three of them work together to complete a job and earn tk 2340 what will be C's share?
Solution: In 1 day, A, B and C alone can do 1/6, 1/8 and 1/12 part of the work respectively
A:B:C=1/6:1/8:1/12=4:3:2 (Multiple by 24)
Sum of ratio=4+3+2=9
So, C’s share= 2340*2/9= 520 Tk. (Ans.)

Southeast Bank (PO)-2017
1: A man deposits 5000 tk. at 5% annual interest for six months. In every six months he
withdraws tk. 500 from his principal plus interest earned. What is the total amount of
interest he received?
Solution: Since interest rate is semi-annual, so interest rate= 5%/2=2.5%
Total Interest= 2.5%*5000 + 2.5%*4500 + 2.5%*4000 + 2.5%*3500 + 2.5%*3000 + 2.5%*2500
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+ 2.5%* 2000 + 2.5%*1500 + 2.5%*1000 + 2.5%*500
=2.5%*27500
=687.5 Tk. (Ans.)
2. If 12 candies is sold for tk 10 then there is a loss of x%. If 12 candies is sold for tk 12 then
there is a profit of x%. What is the value of x?
Solution: Let, cost price be tk 100
At x% loss, selling price =tk 100-x
If selling price tk 100-x then cost price=tk 100
If selling price tk 10 then cost price= tk 100x*10/100-x
Similarly, at x% profit, selling price= 100+x tk
If selling price tk 100+x then cost price=tk 100
If selling price tk 12 then cost price= tk 100x*12/100+x
ATQ, 100x*10/100-x = 100x*12/100+x
Or x= 100/11=9.09 (Ans.)

BGFCL (AM)-2017
1. It takes 120 metric tone water to sink a ship. Through a hole in the full of the ship, water
is entering the ship at a rate of 2 metric tone per minute. At the same time, water is being
pumped out at the rate 1.5 metric tone per minute using one pump. After 1 hour and 20
minutes another pump of same capacity was started. How much more time will it take to
pump all the water out of the ship?
Solution: Here, Water enter ship per minute =2 metric tone
Water pumped out per minute =1.5 metric tone
Water remains in tank per minute =(2-1.5)=.5 metric tone
After 1 hr & 20 minutes or 80 minutes water remains in tank =(80*.5)=40 MT
After 80 minutes another same capacity pumped out pump started
So two pump pumped out water per minute=(1.5+1.5)=3 MT
Per minutes amount of extra water pumped out=(3-2)=1 MT
Now,
1MT water pumped out in 1 minute
40 MT water pumped out in (40*1)/1 =40 minutes (Ans.)
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One Bank (SCO)-2017
1. Length of a rectangular field is 1.5 times as large as its width. The field cost Tk10260 for
planting grass at 1.9TK per sq.meter. What will be the total cost of providing fence around
the field that costs 2.5TK per meter?
Solution: Let the width of the rectangular field = x m and length= 1.5x m
According to the question 1.5x * x*1.9 = 10260
Or, x^2 = 3600
Therefore, x = 60
So, width = 60m, length = 90m
Perimeter = 2(60 + 90) = 350m
Cost = 350*2.5 = Tk750 (Ans.)
2. Salam used a part of TK 100,000 to purchase a TV of the remaining portion he invested
1/3 of it at 4% simple annual interest and 2.3 of it at 6% simple annual interest, If after a
year the income from two investment totaled Tk 320. What was the purchase price of the
TV?
Solution: Let, the purchase price of the TV = tk x
And remaining amount of money = tk(100,000 –x)
According to the question, (100,000 –x) * 1/3 *4% + (100,000 –x)*2/3 * 6% = 320
Or, 1000/3 * 4 + 12000/3–4x/300–12x/300 = 320
Or, 4000/3 + 12000/3–4x/300–12x/300 = 320
Or, 400000 + 1200000 -4x–12x = 320*300
Or, 16x = 1600000–96000
Or, 16x = 1504000
Or, x = 94,000 (Ans.)
3. Solve the equation : 4/(2x+3) + 15/(5x+4) = 35/(7x+6)
Solution: 4/(2x+3) + 15/(5x+4) = 35/(7x+6)
Or, 4/(2x+3) + 15(5x+4) = 21/(7x+6) + 14/(7x+6)
Or, 4/(2x+3)-14/(7x+6) = 21/(7x+6)–15/(5x+4)
Or, (28x+24-28x-42)/ (7x+6)( 2x+3) = (105x+84-105x-90)/(5x+4)(7x+6)
Or, -18/( 2x+3) = -6/(5x+4)
Or, 9/(2x+3) = 3/(5x+4)
Or, 45x+36 = 6x+9
Or, 39x = -27
Or, x = -27/39 = - 9/13 (Ans.)
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4. A man has to go 10 km to catch a bus. He walks part of the way at 7 km/h and runs rest
of the way at 12 km/h. If he takes 1 hr and 15 mins to complete his journey find the
distance he covers by walking?
Solution: Let, he walks x km and run (10 –x) km
According to the question x/7 + (10-x)/12 = 1hr 15mins
Or, (12x + 70 –7x)/84 = 1+15/60
Or, 70 + 5x = 1.25*84 = 105
Or, 5x = 35
Or, x = 7 km (Ans.)

Janata Bank EO-2017
1. A number when divided successively by 4 and 5 leaves remainders 1 and 4 respectively.
When it is successively divided by 5 and 4, what will be the respective remainders?
Solution: Let, the number be P and Quotient be X
First case, when divided by 4, quotient is X and remainder is 1
So P= 4x+1........(1)
Second case, let, Quotient be M
When divided by 5 quotient is M and remainder is 4
So, X=5M+4
Putting X=5M +4 equation no (1), we get,
P= 20M+17
considering M= 1,2,3,4........
P= 37, 57, 77....
37 or 57 or 77 etc number when divided successively 5 & 4 Remainder always 2 & 3
So respective remainder is 2 and 3 (Ans.)
2. A contractor undertakes to do a piece of work in 40 days. He engages 100 men at the
beginning and 100 men after 35 days and completes the work in stipulated time. If he had
not engaged the additional men, how many days behind schedule would it be finished?
Solution: Remaining no. of days=40-35=5 days
Total worker=100+100=200
200 men can complete the work in 5 days
100 men can complete the work in 200*5/100=10 days
If he had not engaged the additional men, then he needed
(10-5)=5 days more to finish the whole work in stipulated time.
(Ans.) 5 days
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3. In a certain office, 1/3 of the workers are women, 1/2 of the women are married and 1/3
of the married women have children. If 3/4 of the men are married and 2/3 of the married
have children, what part of the workers are without children?
Solution: Let, the number of workers in the office is x.
So, the number of women = x/3,
and the number of men = x - x/3 = 2x/3.
So, the number of married women = (x/3)/2 = x/6,
and the number of married men = (2x/3) × 3/4 = x/2.
So, the number of women having children = (x/6)/3 = x/18,
And the number of men having children = (x/2) × 2/3 = x/3.
Total workers having children = x/18 + x/3 = (x+6x)/18 = 7x/18.
Total workers having no children = x - 7x/18 = 11x/18
Required worker no children=(11x/18)/x=11/18 (Ans.)
4. The average weight of three men A, B and C is 84 kg. Another man D joins the group
and the average now becomes 80 kg. If another man E, whose weight is 3 kg more than that
of D, replaces A, then the average weight of B, C, D and E becomes 79 kg. What is the
weight of A?
Solution:
Total weight of A+B+C = 84×3 = 252 kg
Total weight of A+B+C+D = 80×4 = 320 kg
So, the weight of D = 320 - 252 = 68 kg
So, weight of E = 68+3 = 71 kg
Weight of B+C+D+E = 79×4 = 316 kg
Weight of B+C+D+71 = 316 kg
Weight of B+C+D = 316-71 = 245 kg
So, weight of A = 320 - 245 = 75 kg (Ans.)

Bank Asia (MTO)-2017
1. A man borrows tk 500 at 5% interest. After some years he again borrow 400 at 3.5%
interest. Then after 6 month he paid borrowed amount along with interest totaling 994.5
taka. After how many years of his first borrowing he paid his borrowings and interest?
Solution: Total interest=994.5-(500+400)=94.5
Let, his first borrowing paid after x years
We know, I=Prn [I=inerest amount, P=principal amount, r=inerest rate, n=no. of years]
ATQ,
500*5%*x+400*.3.5*6/12=94.5
X=3.5 (Ans.)
2. A can do a work in 80 days. A work for 10 days After working 10 days, B completed the
task within 42 days. If A & B work together, how many days it would need to complete the
task?
Solution: A 80 days done=1 portion
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A 10 days done=(10/80)=1/8 portion
Remaining work=(1-1/8)=7/8 portion
B 7/8 portion done=42 days
B 1 (whole) portion done=(42*8/7)=48 days
Both A & B 1 day done=(1/80+1/48)=1/30 portion
A & B 1/30 portion done=1 days
1 (whole) portion done =(1*30)/1=30 days (Ans.)
3. Length of a rectangular field is 1.5 times as large as its width. The field cost Tk10260 for
planting grass at 1.9TK per sq.meter. What will be the total cost of providing fence around
the field that costs 2.5TK per meter?
Solution: Let the width of the rectangular field = x m and length= 1.5x m
According to the question 1.5x * x*1.9 = 10260
Or, x^2 = 3600
Therefore, x = 60
So, width = 60m, length = 90m
Perimeter = 2(60 + 90) = 350m
Cost = 350*2.5 = Tk750 (Ans.)
4. 𝑥−4/𝑥−1 + 𝑥−7/𝑥−3 + 𝑥−2/𝑥−9 =3
Solution: 𝑥−4/𝑥−1 + 𝑥−7/𝑥−3 + 𝑥−2/𝑥−9 =3
=>(x-4 -x+1)/(x-1) + (x-7-x+3)/(x-3) +(x-2-x+9)/(x-9) = 0
=> -3/x-1 - 4/x-3 + 7/x-9 =0
=> {-3(x-3)(x-9) - 4(x-1)(x-9) + 7(x-1)(x-3)}/(x-1)(x-3)(x-9) = 0
=> (-3x+9)(x-9) - (4x-4)(x-9)+(7x-7)(x-3) =0
=> (-3x^2+27x+9x-81)-(4x^2-36x-4x+36)+(7x^2 - 21x-7x+21) =0
=> 36x - 81+40x-36-28x+21=0
=> 48x = 96
=> x = 2 (Ans.)

Modhumoti Bank (PO)-2017
1. A shirt sold at 6% profits. If the purchase price was 4% less and selling price was TK 4
more, the profit be 12.5%.What was the purchase price of the shirt?
Solution: Cost price of the article=100 TK
At 6% profit, selling price=(100+100 of 6%)=106TK
At 4% less, cost price=(100-100 of 4%)=96 TK
At 12.5% profit, selling price=(100+100 of 12.5%)=112.5 TK
Now,
Cost price TK 100 then selling price =112.5 TK
Cost price TK 96 then selling price =(112.5*96/100)=108 TK
Differences of two selling price=(108-106)=2 TK
When
TK 2 more then cost price=100 TK
TK4 more then cost price =(100*4)/2=200 TK (Ans.)
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2. A man's running speed is 3 times of his walking speed. He runs a distance and come back
by walking total time taken 2 hrs. What was the distance if he runs 9 miles per hour?
Solution: Let, Distance be=D miles
Runs speed=9 m/h
Walking speed=9/3=3 m/h
According to the question,
D/3 +D/9=2
Or, D=4.5 miles (Ans.)
3. A B C started a job which they can complete in 2 days. B can do the job in 5 days and C
can do it in 4 days. After working for 1 day, both B and C left. How long would it take for
A to complete the rest of the job?
Solution: A, B, and C can do the job in 2 days.
So, in 1 day, they can do = 1/2 portion of the job.
B can do in 1 day = 1/5 of the job
C can do in 1 day = 1/4 of the job
B & C can do 1 day =(1/5+1/4)=9/20 portion of the job
So, A can do in 1 day = 1/2 – 9/20= 1/20 portion of the job
Remaining work =(1-1/2)=1/2 portion
A 1/20 portion job done=1 day
A 1/2 portion job done=(20/2) =10 days (Ans.)
4. 1/(2x-5) + 1/(2x-11) = 1/(2x-7) + 1/(2x-9)
Solution: 1/(2x-5) + 1/(2x-11) = 1/(2x-7) + 1/(2x-9)
Or, 1/(2x-5) - 1/(2x-9) = 1/(2x-7) - 1/(2x-11)
Or, (2x-9-2x+5)/(2x-5)(2x-9) = (2x-11-2x+7)/(2x-7)(2x-11)
Or, 4/(4x²-28x+45) = -4/(4x²-36x+77)
Or, 4x² - 28x + 45 = 4x² - 36x + 77
Or, 36x-28x = 77-45
Or, 8x = 32
Or, x = 4 (Ans.)
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SIBL (MTO)-2017
1. The cost of two watches total 840 taka. If selling one watch gets 16% profit and other
watch makes 12%Loss , and there is no gain and loss then what is the cost of two watches?
Solution: Let, cost price of first watch is x, so cost price of second watch is 840 - x
ATQ, 16% of x = 12% of (840 - x )
or, 16x = 12*840 - 12x
or, 28x = 12*840
or, x = 360
So, cost price of two watches are 360 & 480
2. A do 1 work in 16 days, B do in 32 days, C in 48 days. They start together, C left after 4
day and B left before 2 day finishing the work. Total day needed to finish the work?
Solution: In 4 days they all together do=(1/16+1/32+1/48)*4 = 11/24 portion
Remaining part=1-11/24=13/24 portion
Now suppose that A & B needs altogether x days to complete the work
As per question A works = x days & B works=(x-2) days
ATQ, x/16+(x-2)/32=13/24
Or, x=6.11
Or, approximately 6 days
Therefore total days needed to finish the work=(6+4)=10 days (Ans.)

3. Perimeter of a square and a rectangular is same. Length of rectangular is 3 times of its
width and area is 768 sq meter. If the square is covered by 80 cm wide tiles. Find total tiles
needed?
Solution: Let, Width= x & Length=3x
ATQ, 3x*x= 768
Or, x= 16
So, perimeter of rectangular =2(48+16)=128
Therefore, Perimeter of square=128
Length of square=128/4=32
Now convert it in cm= 3200*3200=10240000
So required tiles= 10240000/(80*80)=1600 (Ans.)
4. 1/(x+2) + 1/(x+5)= 1/(x+4) + 1/(x+3)
Solution: 1/(x+2) + 1/(x+5)= 1/(x+4) + 1/(x+3)
Or, 1/(x+2) -1/(x+4) = 1/(x+3) -1/(x+5)
Or, 2/x^2+6x+8 = 2/x^2+8x+15
Or, 2x=-7
Or, x = -7/2 (Ans.)
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City Bank (MTO) -2017
1. The ratio between the length and the breadth of a rectangular park is 3 : 2. If a man
cycling along the boundary of the park at the speed of 12 km/hr completes one round in 8
minutes, then what is the area of the park (in sq. m)?
Solution: Distance covered in 8 minutes =12000*8/60=1600 meter
Therefore, Perimeter = 1600 meter
Let, Length =3x & Breadth =2x
ATQ, 2(3x+2x) = 1600
Or, x= 160
So, Area = (3*160)(2*160)=153600 (Ans.)
2. During the next tree plantation week, Mr. X is considering planting trees in one of its
own rectangular piece of land which is 90 feet long 66 feet wide. This is suspended by
boundary wall of 5 feet height. It has been decided that trees will be planted leaving 5 feet
and free from the wall in all four sides. It was been decide that the distance from one tree to
another in both row and column will be 4 feet. What is the maximum numbers of trees that
can be planted in the land?
Solution: Length = 90-(5*2)= 80 feet
Width = 66-(5*2)= 56 feet
Possible trees in row= (56/4)+ 1 = 15
Possible trees in Column = (80/4)+ 1 =21
Maximum trees = 21*15= 315 (Ans.)

Pubali Bank (SO/O)-2017
1. Twenty-four men can complete a work in sixteen days. Thirty-two women can complete
the same work in twenty-four days. Sixteen men and sixteen women started working for
twelve days. How many more men are to be added to complete the work remaining work in
2 days?
Solution: 32 women=24 men
16 women=24×16/32=12 men
Total men=16+12=28 men
24 men do in 16 days=1 part of work
28 men do in 12days=28×12/16×24=7/8 part
Remaining part of work=1-7/8=1/8 part
1/16 part work do in 1day=24 men
1 (whole) part work do in 1 day=24×16 men
1/8 part work do in 2 days=24×16/8×2=24 men
So, more men needed =24 (Ans.)
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2. The average speed of Train in the onward Journey is 25% more than that is the return
journey .The train halts for an hours on reaching the destination. The total time taken for
the complete journey to and fro17 hours, covering a distance of 800 km. Find the speed of
the Train is the onward journey?
Solution: Let, the speed of return journey is x km/hr
The speed of onward journey is 125x/100 or 5x/4 km/hr
Distance covered in onward and return journey=400+400=800 km
Actual time to cover distance=17-1=16 hour
ATQ, 400/(5x/4)+400/x=16
Or, X=45km
So, speed at onward journey is=(5×45)/4=225/4=56.25 km (Ans.)

Pubali Bank (TAT-Cash)-2017
1. The population of a town increased from 175000 to 262500 in a decade. Find the average
percent increase of population per year?
Solution: Population increase in 10 years = (262500-175000) = 87500
Population increase in 1 year = 87500 ÷ 10 = 8750
Average percent increase of population per year = (8750/175000 × 100)% = 5% (Ans.)
2. A, B and C inter into partnership. A invests 3 times as much as B invests and B invests
two-third of what C invests. At the end of the year, the profit earned is Tk. 6600. What is
the share of B?
Solution: Let, C invests = TK x
B invests = TK 2x/3
A invests = TK 3×2x/3 = TK 2x
Ratio of investment = A : B : C = 2x : 2x/3 : x = 6 : 2 : 3
Sum of ratio=6+2+3=11
Share of B = 6600 × 2/11 = TK 1200 (Ans.)
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